
The last edition of the curriculum resource for this 
academic year features resource material on current 

news reports dealing with biological research and some 
of the big questions encountered in philosophy courses. 
We thank the summer interns from 2014 for their con-
tribution of research material and some of the questions 
posed. As well, it is our pleasure to inform teachers and 
the students that the Father Ted Colleton Scholarship of-
fers its program for the 14th year. The theme for the essay 
component of the scholarship contest is as follows:

The following article appeared in a recent issue of an on-
line magazine Protein & Cell in April 2015. It presents a 
brief report on a controversial development in the field of 
gene modification. To help understand the article and the 
issues involved keep these questions in mind as you read 
the information.
http://www.nature.com/news/chinese-scientists-genetically-
modify-human-embryos-1.17378 

Chinese scientists genetically modify human 
embryos 

Rumours of germline modification prove 
true — and look set to reignite an ethical 
debate.
David Cyranoski & Sara Reardon 22 April 2015

Human embryos are at the centre of a debate over the 
ethics of gene editing

In a world first, 
Chinese scien-
tists have report-
ed editing the ge-
nomes of human 
embryos. The 
results are pub-
lished1 in the on-
line journal  Pro-
tein & Cell  and 
confirm wide-
spread rumours 

that such experiments had been conducted—rumours 
that sparked a high-profile debate last month2,3 about the 
ethical implications of such work.
In the paper, researchers led by Junjiu Huang, a gene-
function researcher at Sun Yat-sen University in Guang-
zhou, tried to head off such concerns by using ‘non-viable’ 
embryos, which cannot result in a live birth, that were 
obtained from local fertility clinics. The team attempted 
to modify the gene responsible for β-thalassaemia, a po-
tentially fatal blood disorder, using a gene-editing tech-
nique known as CRISPR/Cas9. The researchers say that 
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The family has been described as the “Engine of the world 
and of history. Everyone builds their own personality in 
the family, growing up with a mom and dad, brothers 
and sisters, breathing in the warmth of home." (Pope 
Francis) Write a commentary on this statement discuss-
ing several of the greatest challenges that the institution of 
the family faces today, what is the nature of the assault on 
the family and what can be done to halt the crumbling 
of family structures
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their results reveal serious obstacles to using the method 
in medical applications.
“I believe this is the first report of CRISPR/Cas9 ap-
plied to human pre-implantation embryos and as such 
the study is a landmark, as well as a cautionary tale,” says 
George Daley, a stem-cell biologist at Harvard Medical 
School in Boston. “Their study should be a stern warning 
to any practitioner who thinks the technology is ready for 
testing to eradicate disease genes.”
Some say that gene editing in embryos could have a 
bright future because it could eradicate devastating ge-
netic diseases before a baby is born. Others say that such 
work crosses an ethical line:researchers warned in  Na-
ture2 in March that because the genetic changes to embry-
os, known as germline modification, are heritable, they 
could have an unpredictable effect on future generations. 
Researchers have also expressed concerns that any gene-
editing research on human embryos could be a slippery 
slope towards unsafe or unethical uses of the technique.
The paper by Huang’s team looks set to reignite the de-
bate on human-embryo editing — and there are reports 
that other groups in China are also experimenting on hu-
man embryos.

Problematic gene
The technique used by Huang’s team involves injecting 
embryos with the enzyme complex CRISPR/Cas9, which 
binds and splices DNA at specific locations. The com-
plex can be programmed to target a problematic gene, 
which is then replaced or repaired by another molecule 
introduced at the same time. The system is well studied in 
human adult cell and in animal embryos. But there had 
been no published reports of its use in human embryos.
Huang and his colleagues set out to see if the procedure 

could replace a gene in a single-cell fertilized human em-
bryo; in principle, all cells produced as the embryo de-
veloped would then have the repaired gene. The embryos 
they obtained from the fertility clinics had been created 
for use in in vitro fertilization but had an extra set of chro-
mosomes, following fertilization by two sperm. This pre-
vents the embryos from resulting in a live birth, though 
they do undergo the first stages of development.
Huang’s group studied the ability of the CRISPR/Cas9 
system to edit the gene called HBB, which encodes the 
human β-globin protein. Mutations in the gene are re-
sponsible for β-thalassaemia.

Serious obstacles
The team injected 86 embryos and then waited 48 hours, 
enough time for the CRISPR/Cas9 system and the mol-
ecules that replace the missing DNA to act — and for 
the embryos to grow to about eight cells each. Of the 71 
embryos that survived, 54 were genetically tested. This 
revealed that just 28 were successfully spliced, and that 
only a fraction of those contained the replacement ge-
netic material. “If you want to do it in normal embryos, 
you need to be close to 100%,” Huang says. “That’s why 
we stopped. We still think it’s too immature.”
His team also found a surprising number of ‘off-target’ 
mutations assumed to be introduced by the CRISPR/
Cas9 complex acting on other parts of the genome. This 
effect is one of the main safety concerns surrounding 
germline gene editing because these unintended muta-
tions could be harmful. The rates of such mutations were 
much higher than those observed in gene-editing stud-
ies of mouse embryos or human adult cells. And Huang 
notes that his team likely only detected a subset of the 
unintended mutations because their study looked only at 
a portion of the genome, known as the exome. “If we did 
the whole genome sequence, we would get many more,” 
he say

Ethical questions
Huang says that the paper was rejected by Nature and Sci-
ence, in part because of ethical objections; both journals 
declined to comment on the claim (Nature’s news team 
is editorially independent of its research editorial team.)
He adds that critics of the paper have noted that the low 
efficiencies and high number of off-target mutations 
could be specific to the abnormal embryos used in the 
study. Huang acknowledges the critique, but because 
there are no examples of gene editing in normal embryos 
he says that there is no way to know if the technique oper-
ates differently in them.
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Still, he maintains that the embryos allow for a more 
meaningful model — and one closer to a normal human 
embryo — than an animal model or one using adult hu-
man cells. “We wanted to show our data to the world 
so people know what really happened with this model, 
rather than just talking about what would happen with-
out data,” he says.

But Edward Lanphier, one of the 
scientists who sounded the warn-
ing in Nature last month, says: “It 
underlines what we said before: 
we need to pause this research and 
make sure we have a broad based 
discussion about which direction 
we’re going here.” Lanphier is 
president of Sangamo Biosciences 
in Richmond, California, which 

applies gene-editing techniques to adult human cells.
Huang now plans to work out how to decrease the number 
of off-target mutations using adult human cells or animal 
models. He is considering different strategies — tweaking 
the enzymes to guide them more precisely to the desired 
spot, introducing the enzymes in a different format that 

could help to regulate their lifespans and thus allow them 
to be shut down before mutations accumulate, or vary-
ing the concentrations of the introduced enzymes and 
repair molecules. He says that using other gene-editing 
techniques might also help. CRISPR/Cas9 is relatively ef-
ficient and easy to use, but another system called TALEN 
is known to cause fewer unintended mutations.
The debate over human embryo editing is sure to con-
tinue for some time, however. CRISPR/Cas9 is known 
for its ease of use and Lanphier fears that more scientists 
will now start to work towards improving on Huang’s pa-
per. “The ubiquitous access to and simplicity of creating 
CRISPRs,” he says, “creates opportunities for scientists in 
any part of the world to do any kind of experiments they 
want.”
A Chinese source familiar with developments in the field 
said that at least four groups in China are pursuing gene 
editing in human embryos. 
doi:10.1038/nature.2015.17378
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From nature.com
Mini enzyme moves gene editing closer to the clinic
1 April 2015
Ethics of embryo editing divides scientists
18 March 2015
Don’t edit the human germ line
12 March 2015
1. Lettuce Prey•2015-04-22 09:51 PM

Over the millennia man has done a terrible job of 
playing God.

2. John Bashinski•2015-04-22 08:33 PM
OK, I completely give up. I can see ethical concerns 
about editing the germline, or even just the soma, 
if you’re actually going to be producing, you know, 
people. ….I cannot imagine any reasonable concern 
about editing an embryo you already know will be 
thrown away at an early stage anyhow. They’re just 
cells, folks, not magic juju objects. And the slippery 
slope thing doesn’t make any sense either. Ethics are, 

Edward Lanphier
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or at least should be, about the interests of people. 
There’s a clear bright line at producing an actual per-
son. Most of the world has arrived at at least a rough 
consensus that embryos are not people; that’s why we 
have legal elective abortion. Not only is there noth-
ing wrong with this work on non-viable embryos, 
but there was no good reason to compromise the 
technique and the results by not working on viable 
ones in the first place. They’re not going to turn into 
people while you’re not looking. It’s even weirder 
when we hear that somebody has taken to the faint-
ing couch over manipulating things that aren’t even 
potentially people... but didn’t seem to have any 
problem with where these embryos came from in the 
first place. They were IVF byproducts. If you have 
some kind of mystical view that says these surplus 
embryos are so valuable, then why are you OK with 
producing them in the first place, knowing and in-
tending that they’re just going to get tossed? Where’s 
the consistency? Is somebody’s desire to reproduce 
really, really that important? More important than 
the desire to do research? Not only that, but IVF is 
apparently usually done by means that demonstrably 
increase birth defects that affect actual people.

3. Pablo Velasco•2015-04-23 12:21 AM
“Most of the world has arrived at at least a rough 
consensus that embryos are not people”. Not every-
body agrees with you, so there is no consensus. And 
just because everybody thinks something is right 
doesn’t make it right. “Ethics are, or at least should 
be, about the interests of people.” Ethics is about 
whether something is right or wrong, not about the 
interests of people.

Curriculum Supplement Areas of Study: Grade 11 Univer-
sity Biology (Evolution, Genetic Processes, Animals: Struc-
ture & Function), Grade 12 University Biology (Molecular 
Genetics, Homeostasis, Population Dynamics)
In this second part we continue the theme of biology 
and ethics. There are people who believe that the aim of 
science is to further human knowledge about nature, the 
universe, figure out how things work, eliminate prob-
lems, reduce pain and human suffering, and promote a 
better future for society by conducting research and ap-
plying discoveries in the various fields of medicine, tech-
nology, manufacturing, communications, pharmaceuti-
cals, etc. But to every human activity there is a moral 
component. Scientific research is no exception. In fact, 
there is always an ethical dimension involved. 
Have students read this article by Wesley J. Smith and 
then have them answer the questions for class discus-
sion. The title of the article gives a sense of the theme, 
and although the article is addressing an American audi-
ence and reflecting the American experience in this field, 
the situation is no better (and in many cases worse) else-
where in the world. 
http://www.weeklystandard.com/Content/Public/
Articles/000/000/014/915cuzel.asp  

http://www.catholiceducation.org/articles/abortion/ab0126.
htm. 

Politically Correct Eugenics
It is a bitter irony that even as we are enlarging our com-
mitment to human equality in many areas, we are turn-
ing our backs on it in others. In particular, we may be 
about to eliminate from our society people with Down 
syndrome (DS) and other genetically caused disabilities.
With the development of prenatal genetic diagnosis, the 

Questions for classroom discussion
1. What are human genomes?
2. What precisely is involved in “editing the 

genomes of human embryos” through the 
CRISPR/Cas9 technology?

3. What is controversial about the study and the 
report?

4. How is the study both a landmark and a “cau-
tionary tale”?

5. What are some of the alleged benefits of the 
study?

6. What might be terrible outcomes or complica-
tions of such editing?

7. Why did Huang stop the experimentation?
8. What are ‘off-target’ mutations?
9. What did Edward Lanphier recommend and 

why? Does his warning seem reasonable?
10. What may still motivate scientists and research-

ers to press forwArd with their research projects 
nonetheless?

11. Of the three online comments that accompanied 
the article, which views would you support and 
why?

Part B
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drive toward eugenics has 
returned with a vengeance. 
Americans may heartily 
cheer participants in the 
Special Olympics, but we 
abort some 90 percent of 
all gestating infants diag-
nosed with genetic disabil-
ities such as DS, dwarf-
ism, and spina bifida. Not 

only that, but a study published in the American Journal 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology  in 2005 found that of the 
approximately 5,000 babies born with DS annually, only 
about 625 were born to mothers who knew of their baby’s 
condition before birth. Together, these figures suggest that 
under the regimen of universal prenatal genetic testing 
urged upon us by the American College of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, the number of DS babies born each year 
could plummet below 1,000. 
This is precisely the purpose of testing, many will say. But 
others see that attitude as a denial of universal human 
equality. Moreover, many worry that parents of geneti-
cally disabled children are nudged toward the abortion 
option, a choice they might not make if a fuller and fairer 
picture were presented to them. Indeed, parents of babies 
diagnosed prenatally with DS reported in the study men-
tioned above that 23 percent of the physicians or genetics 
counselors they spoke with either “emphasized the nega-
tive” aspects of parenting such children or “urged” parents 
to choose abortion. (This, in contrast to 14 percent who 
emphasized the positive possibilities or counseled in favor 
of continuing the pregnancy.) And even when prenatal 
counseling is truly neutral, parents may not receive the 
depth and breadth of information or the emotional sup-
port required for a fully informed decision.
To prevent parents from being subtly or expressly pushed 
in making decisions about their genetically disabled child, 
a strange pair of bedfellows — Senators Edward Kennedy 
and Sam Brownback — have coauthored the “Prenatally 
and Postnatally Diagnosed Condition Awareness Act” (S 
1810), which just passed its first committee hurdle. Ken-
nedy’s adamant support for abortion rights infuriates pro-
lifers, while Brownback is ardently pro-life, accused by 
paranoid liberals of harboring theocratic tendencies. Their 
disagreement about abortion notwithstanding, their bill 
would require parents faced with pre- and postnatal diag-
noses of disability to receive “timely, scientific, and nondi-
rective counseling about the conditions” as well as “up-to-
date, comprehensive information about life expectancy, 

development potential, and 
quality of life” for a child born with Down syndrome or 
any other genetic disability, as well as “referrals to provid-
ers of key support services.” Their hope, clearly, is that 
when parents receive a more complete picture, more of 
them will welcome their disabled babies into the world.
The case of cystic fibrosis is suggestive. After a prenatal 
genetic test was recently developed to detect this disease, 
the number of CF live births in Massachusetts plunged by 
about 50 percent. No one knows why — no studies have 
been done. But if this drop is due to eugenic abortion, 
perhaps some of these children would have been carried 
to term if their parents had been required to be informed 
that great progress is being made and CF is no longer a 
certain early childhood death sentence.

Or imagine the poten-
tial impact on parents 
agonizing over whether 
to abort their DS baby if 
they were presented with 
testimony to the joy that 
many parents of Down 
children discover. Brit-
ish sportswriter Simon 
Barnes, for instance, re-
counted his experience in 
theTimes  of London. “If 
you find the idea of love 
uncomfortable,” Barnes 

wrote, or sentimental or best-not-talked-about or existing 
only in the midst of a passionate love affair, then you will 
find problems with what I am writing. I am writing of 
love not as a matter of grand passions, or as high-falutin’ 
idealism, or as religion. I am writing about love as the 
stuff that makes the processes of human life happen: the 
love that moves the sun and other stars, which is also the 
love that makes the toast and other snacks. …

Senator Sam BrownbackSenator Edward Kennedy

Simon Barnes
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What is it like to have Down’s syndrome? How terrible 
is it? Is it terrible at all? It depends, I suppose, on how 
well loved you are. …I can’t say I’m glad that Eddie has 
Down’s syndrome, or that I would wish him to suffer in 
order to charm me and fill me with giggles. But no, I 
don’t want his essential nature changed. Good God, what 
a thought. It would be as much a denial of myself as a 
denial of my son. …I am here to tell you that Down’s 
syndrome is not an insupportable horror for either the 
sufferer or the parents. I’ll go further: human beings are 
not better off without Down’s syndrome.”
A famous columnist once opined that only people who 
have the “moral authority” earned by hard experience 
should express opinions about such difficult matters. 
What Kennedy and Brownback hope to provide to par-
ents of genetically disabled babies is the legal assurance 
that they will be provided information that is complete 
and informed — rather than counseling tainted by preju-
dice, ignorance, or fear. The Prenatally and Postnatally 
Diagnosed Condition Awareness Act may have a clunky 
name, but it is a noble and practical bill that deserves the 
support not only of those ideological opposites Kennedy 
and Brownback — but also of everybody in between.

Questions

1. Should people with genetically caused disabilities 
be eliminated from society? 

2. What evidence is there that there has been an 
increase in aborting of infants diagnosed with 
genetic disabilities?

3. Why are such actions contrary to human rights?
4. What was the objective of the The Prenatally and 

Postnatally Diagnosed Condition Awareness Act?
5. What is the case made by Simon Barnes on 

behalf of the disabled?
6. How is selecting to abort Down Syndrome chil-

dren similar in ideology to natural selection? 
How does it differ?

7. Is this idea of eugenics more representative of 
natural selection or artifical selection? 

8. What are some ‘genetic diseases/mutations’ 
learned in this unit that can lead to specific selec-
tion to eliminate these diseases/mutations? (e.g. 
down syndrome, cystic fibrosis, hemophilia, inverted 
or translocated genes...etc)

9. How can these selection processes affect evolu-
tionary development and the extinction of these 
members of society? (e.g. decreased birth rate of 
Down Syndrome children)

10. Based on your answer in #4, which of the genet-
ic disorders are recessive genes and which are 
dominant?

11. Draw punnett squares to determine how many 
generations it would be before a genetic muta-
tion/disease is naturally eliminated. Choose any 
of your answers from number four. Be sure to 
include the correct genotype and allele informa-
tion. Is the gene you chose sex-linked?

12. Could the provinces of Canada use a law 
like The Prenatally and Postnatally Diagnosed 
Condition Awareness Act?

13. View the video on “Loving Brendan, a baby 
with Down Syndrome” at http://www.cam-
paignlifecoalition.com/index.php?p=March_
For_Life , How does this video support the 
sentiment expressed by Simon Barnes and 
the potential of a law like The Prenatally and 
Postnatally Diagnosed Condition Awareness Act

14. There have been 
many exponents 
of eugenics 
philosophy as 
applied to human 
beings over the 
course of his-
tory. What is 
the underlying 
belief system of 
the eugenicists? 
Who have been 
the most lethal 
practitioners of 
eugenics in the 20th 
century? Why can Margaret Sanger be consid-
ered the most successful and the most heinous 
among them? (You may wish to assign this 
reading to help answer these questions Margaret 
Sanger’s Century, by Walter Schu, http://www.
ncregister.com/site/article/margaret_sangers_
century/ 

Margaret Sanger
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Philosophy and the Big Questions
Special note of thanks to summer intern Taylor Hall for 
the material found in Part C. Additional lesson material 
can be generated re: the preceding material by posing 
some of the big philosophy questions For example under 
expectations for philosophy courses one finds the follow-
ing: A1.1 explore a variety of topics related to philo-
sophical questions and/or to identify topics for research 
and inquiry. Some questions are rather general, for ex-
ample Is science the best way to gain knowledge? Can a work 
of art be beautiful even if it portrays evil or ugly things? Can 
a society that is divided between the very rich and the very 
poor be just? But other questions can be connected to the 
abortion issue, biological research, natural justice, and ge-
netic testing and might include these:

1. What constitutes a meaningful life or a 
life worth living? 

Certainly physical and mental disabilities bring with them 
great challenges for those with such conditions. Though 
we should certainly aim to alleviate their suffering, we 
should not eliminate the sufferers. What kind of a society 
would we create by killing off sick or disabled human be-
ings? We just need to look at the Nazi euthanasia program 
for our answer, as sick and disabled children and adults 
were deemed lives unworthy of life. That led to a world 
where the inherent dignity of each individual was disre-
garded; instead, individuals were valued based on what 
they looked like, what they could do, or how those in 
power felt about them. The result? The widespread dis-
crimination, rejection, and killing of the weak and vul-
nerable. Are we approaching a similar path in modern 
Canada?
See Lesson 3.2 of the Canadian Center for Bio-Ethical 
Reform’s online classroom: 
http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/training/classroom/
circumstances/disability 

2. Who should be considered a human 
being? 

Science teaches that living things come from other living 
things. This is the Law of Biogenesis, which was estab-
lished when the notion of Spontaneous Generation was 
disproved. People once believed that mice or flies would 
spontaneously appear from rags or meat. It was discov-
ered, however, that these animals came not from the in-
animate objects, but from other living things. Science also 
teaches that living things reproduce after their own kind; 
or, like begets like: dogs produce dogs, cats produce cats, 
and humans produce humans. So it follows that in hu-
man reproduction the offspring must be of the human 
species. From this we can deduce that the pre-born are 
both human and alive at fertilization. 
See Lesson 4 of the Canadian Center for Bio-Ethical Re-
form’s online classroom: 
http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/training/classroom/science. 

3. Why are concepts such as “right,” 
“wrong,” “freedom,” and “justice” impor-
tant for our society? Who should be able 
to define them?

Whether it’s the courts, lawyers, economists, media, poli-
ticians, clergy, or just regular citizens these questions af-
fect everyone and therfore everyone ought to have a say. 
Culture, truth and morality are all considred relative, if 
not totally arbitrary. today. As a consequence, human 
rights are undermined, leaving the individual and es-
pecially the vulnerable, defenseless against unjust laws.  
There should be a connection between law and moral-
ity, because human civilization is not possible without law 
and morality. Some say that western civilization is in crisis 
principally because law is not rooted in morality, the two 

Part C
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being disengaged one from the other. In addition, there 
is no concept of objective truth, everything is considered 
relative, and therefore no real justice. In such a state of af-
fairs, the society simply exists on shared material interests, 
not always the best reference point for establishing social 
cohesion, building a just society with a true sense of com-
munity. 
A secular view of law may see it primarily or exclusively 
as a form of social control exercised by those entrusted 
with power by the people or seized arbitrarily by groups 
or dictators. A Christian view of law might be quite dif-
ferent, viewing it as the necessary ordinance of reason, 
through the establishment of proper order for the sake of 
the common good, made by the rulers who have been en-
trusted with the care of the community. In a free society, 
the people so entrusted with this care would be elected 
through some democratic process. 
How do we know what is the right way to act and what is 
the wrong way? How is the free person persuaded to act 
in the right manner? The state apparatus seems to have 
taken over this role by creating a system of rules that are 
applied/implemented through a system of courts and a 
coercive police power to mete out justice. But doesn’t 
right or wrong have to be proposed, proved, judged 
upon? The question still remains, by whom and accord-
ing to what standard? Simply according to what the 
law or its interpreter has to say? But can a law itself be 
judged right or wrong? Can judges be wrong and unjust?  
Perhaps there is an answer in natural law, the existence of 
a truth that is true for all people and at all times. Some of 
the greatest thinkers like Aristotle, Socrates and Thomas 
Aquinas taught that men have a innate ability to under-
stand what is right and wrong according to their nature. 

If there is no natural law then everything is a free-for-
all, and aside from force, what would justify restricting  
the freedom of individuals and displacing their private 
choice with the imposition of a common law? So much 
of our problems today stem from the popular belief that 
man possesses and enjoys complete freedom; he has self-
autonomy even to the point of self-definition. This was 
certainly expressed well as a basic principle of the majority 
judgment in the 1992 U.S. Supreme Court Case, Planned 
Parenthood v. Casey: “At the heart of liberty is the right to 
define one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the 
universe, and of the mystery of human life”. 
Actually, moral values are not as subjective as many of 
these same spokespeople would have us believe. One’s 
conscience, properly formed, will know right from wrong, 
just from unjust, freedom from tyranny. Ultimately the 
terms get defined in law through bills and their imple-
mentation in law and then acquire a common meaning 
through general usage. Are courts of law to be trusted with 
these terms today? If important institutions like marriage 
can be redefined by courts of law, contrary to popular be-
lief and practice, how solid are any terms used in society?
Note: much of the arguments presented in the preceding 
section derive from an article at:
 http://www.cormacburke.or.ke/node/1108

4. What moral obligations do we have 
toward the sick, the vulnerable, the very 
young, or those living in poverty? 

Mothers (and fathers) have a responsibility to their off-
spring that they don’t have to strangers. And while that 
responsibility doesn’t obligate them to do extraordinary 
things such as trips to Disneyland or donating kidneys, it 
does obligate them to do ordinary things, such as feeding, 
clothing, and sheltering one’s offspring. To do otherwise 
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is parental neglect. In fact, western countries make it il-
legal for parents to neglect their children. Parents have 
been convicted and jailed for “not providing the neces-
sities of life” when they chose to not provide their chil-
dren essential care. Therefore, maintaining pregnancy is 
simply doing for the pre-born what parents must do for 
the born—provide the shelter and nourishment a child 
needs. It is what is required in the normal course of the 
reproduction of our species. See Lesson 6 of the Canadian 
Center for Bio-Ethical Reform’s online classroom: 
http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/training/classroom/use.

5. Whose interests should we consider when 
discussing abortion: parents, children 
(before and after birth), society at large? 

People on both sides of the abortion debate can agree that 
a crisis pregnancy is just that: a crisis. The challenges can 
be intense. Though these varied circumstances can make 
the abortion debate appear complicated, really, it isn’t. 
What the debate is about is whether abortion is an ethical 
or unethical response to these problems. And whether or 
not abortion is an appropriate response to these problems 
is as simple as determining if the pre-born are human. Af-
ter all, consider the aforementioned crises people raise as 
reasons for legal abortion. Now imagine a woman facing 
these problems is the parent of a toddler rather than of a 
pre-born child. Would any of those circumstances justify 
her killing her toddler? For example, if her partner leaves 
her, and she doesn’t have the resources and support to 
provide for her toddler, may she kill her child? Obviously 
not, because no matter how difficult life gets, we may not 
kill innocent human beings to deal with our problems. If 
that is true, and if the pre-born are innocent human be-
ings, we may not kill them to deal with our problems ei-
ther. See Lesson 3 of the Canadian Center for Bio-Ethical 
Reform’s online classroom:
http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/training/classroom/
circumstances.

6. What is the basic philosophical view of 
human beings underlying the pro-life 
position? 

Do we value each other by virtue of our existence as humans 
or by virtue of our features and abilities?  The term “person” is 
generally ascribed to those individuals we value as our equals, 
but there is a debate about who exactly falls into the category of 
person. The pro-life viewpoint is simple: since the pre-born are 
human beings, they are persons. In other words, personhood is 
based on existence in our species (something we can determine 
objectively). But some abortion supporters argue that person-

hood should be based on a 
being’s features or abilities, 
such as self-awareness. See 
Lesson 5 of the Canadian 
Center for Bio-Ethical Re-
form’s online classroom:

http://www.
unmaskingchoice.ca/
training/classroom/humans.

Notes from this podcast 
illustrate why we need to 

defend our beliefs. Some points apply solely to pro-life 
debates, while others are more general. Listen to the audio 
for examples of how to answer – or how not to answer – 
specific questions that may have been covered elsewhere 
in the curriculum supplement.

EndTheKilling podcast with Stephanie Gray & Jona-
thon Van Maren of the Canadian Centre for Bio-Ethi-
cal Reform – January 12/2012 – 

http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/blog/2012/01/12/etk-
podcast-1-importance-pro-life-apologetics

7. What is justice or injustice?  
Josh Brahm defines injustice as the quality or fact of being 
unjust, which usually means violating the rights of anoth-
er. For example, slavery was unjust because it infringed on 
the natural rights of black human beings to have liberty and 
be treated with dignity and respect. I believe that abortion 
is unjust because it infringes on the unborn child’s natu-

ral right to live. If 
the right to life is 
meaningless, then 
all other rights 
are meaningless 
as well. See more 
from him in this 

blog post:
http://joshbrahm.com/is-abortion-an-injustice-and-why-does-
it-affect-my-life/

8. Do rights exist? Can they be violated? What are 
some human rights violations occurring 
today? Should abortion be considered a 
human rights violation? 

 Consult the Canadian Centre for Bio-Ethical Reform’s 
classroom site for more information on defending the 
pro-life position.
http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/classroom
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9. What is objectivity, and why is objectivity 
important when discussing moral views?  
What is truth, and why is it important? 

Imagine being offered some jelly beans from a bowl—
which ones would you choose? The red ones? The orange 
ones? Perhaps a few people would even choose the black 
licorice ones. In the long run, of course, it wouldn’t really 
matter which of these jelly beans you chose. But what if 

some of the jelly beans in the bowl were poisoned, and 
making the wrong choice would be lethal? Would it mat-
ter then which flavour you chose? Would you simply dis-
miss the claim, that the beans were poisoned, as a per-
sonal belief and allow people to eat the beans anyway? Or 
would you verify the claim first by testing if it is true? See 
Lesson 1 of the Canadian Center for Bio-Ethical Reform’s 
online classroom:
http://www.unmaskingchoice.ca/training/classroom/truth.

Enjoy the rest of this  
academic year  

as it winds down.
And

Have a great  
Summer break.


